How Many Mice Does It
Take to Design a Gear?
orthe Ma,nager's Gui:de to Gear !D'esignSoftware
You can use' anything from pencil and psper to' an "expert" system.
Which is best for you?
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ties of these "expert

sys-

technique

favored

by the

tern." none of them is capa-

programmer.

ble of replacing

with the more advanced

the gear

especially

of the gear design process

expert systems. It is irnportant that you be familiar

relies on experience

and comfortable

design engineer. Too much
and

knowledge of the field.
AU Right, I'm Still Confused. How Do I Choose?
Uaforrunetely,

with the

approach taken.

choosing

Other factors that should
be considered

before buy-

ing software

include

the

a gear design system is no

amount of training it will

easy task,

The programs

require

mentioned

in this article

hardware required to run it.

and the type of

are just some of the soft-

While most gear-specific

ware packages

being used

design programsare written

today,

individual,

for the PC. many high-level
CAD programs
require
workstations or more powerful sy terns. 0

Many

companies

use proprietary

software

in-house,

firms use

some consulting
their

own

and

software

to

de-sign gears for clients.
What this means is thai
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going

to take some

research
exactly

to figure
what

witl

out,
meet

your needs. Not everyone
needs to go out and buy an
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may be doing just fine on

Computer Sales
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expert

gear system.

The

their own, but a simple calculation

program

might

help them do their jobs better, On the

other hand. your

company may be design:ing

gears that re-

cutting-edge

quire non-standard

forms,
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in which case you might
benefit

greatly

from

an

expert system, In any case.
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check as

many sources

as possible

Unh'ersal

Technical Systems
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before deciding.
Once you have deter-
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mined what type of software you need, choosing
an individual
combination

package

of packages

will also require
research.
A design moduls, Iroml IUTS Software ,adjusts the mold ,cavity for
Iplastic

44,

or powderedl metal gears to allow for shrinkage.
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puterization of the design
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